
Kim Kenney

Martock, N.S.

May 1,2016
Law Amendents Committee

Attention: Chair & Committee Members

C/O Hon. Dianna Whalen

Written Presentation to Committee Re:

Bill #161 Service Dog Act

It is with great regret that I cannot personally give this presentation to you as a committee in person,
but due to such short notice of when I could pesent I am unable to make necessary arrangements in
order to get to Halifax for tomorrow.
Here that is what I wish to present to youwith regards to this Bill. Bill #161.
Point 1: The process in with data was collected by the Department for this discussion paper I feel was
faulted from the beginning. I for I one did not hear anything about this Discussion Paper or have the
change to be part of it until after the forum had part my area ( Kings ) where I lived at the time.
Point2: It was only with a lot ofwork on my part was I able to get my respond to the discussion paper
in under the deadline set by the Department.
Point 3: Due to this my comments were unable to be hear by other consumers on Service Dogs and the
concerns I had raised about the Discussion Paper and the topics someone set down for discussion.
Point 4:1 had used a Service for also 20 years here in the Province ofNova Scotia and Ontario and I
was the first person in Nova Scotia to use a Service Dog for other than sight impairment. I know what
barriers someone faces using a Service Dog in Nova Scotia and how to deal with these barriers because
I have dealt with almost every barrier addressed in this Discussion Paper.
Point 5: The actions that the Department plans to enact as a Bill I do not believe have the tools
available to ensure a consumer like me will be able to register ( pay for if necessary) meet assessment
by someone who has the training , assessment tools for my disabilities and the dog training to ensure
not only does my dog meet the safety needs of the community but also meets my needs as a disabled
person.

Point 6:In this fine there is action to take place in the form of fines for persons who acted disabled
when not and use dogs for assistance in the community when they should not and are not properly
trained by someone who has not been determined yet by the Department. This really brings great
concern to me as anyone at anytime could challenged me and my dog because we are not in possession
of a provincial ID.
Point 7:1 was told by Ms Whalen's Ex. Assistant that this ID would not be mandatory show I see only
confusion and undue hardship on those who choose not to be part of this program offered and directed
by the Department of Justice.
Point 8:Your paper sated it is there for discussion on how to protect my right which are already
protected by federal law. This Bill only is a addition formof barrier to me as a disabled person living in
Nova Scotia.

Poni8: While trying to reach both the Minister to whom I sent a a copy of my respond to the paper on
July 27 2015 I have yet to speak to her as requested regard to my concerns.
Point 9: Staff in the Department of Justice have not only been difficult to get information and to guide
me in the process of responding to this paper I could not get information on the report set to the
Minister for drafting a Bill or input.
Ponit 10: In dealing with Department staff of Justice getting names beyond a first name or knowing



what position these people held on the other end of the phone was hard to extract from . I even had one
staff member outright laugh at me over the phone while I was trying to get information to complete my
respond to you. This not simply a lack of manners this is a simply one more block to stop me from
being part of this process.
Point 11: Introduction of this Bill was not announced to me in advanced of the time it was introduced
while other person were made aware and were present and spoke to media as people who speakingfor
the disabled community. They were not speaking on my behalf nor do I even know them.
Pointl2: Persons with hidden disabilities as these two persons who are pushing this Bill so hard I am
sure have a greater need for ID. They both proclaimed their disabilities as PTSD does make it very hard
for some people to see the service the dog is doing while a physical disability person's dog shows by
immediate act what it is doing.
Pointl3: Training and assessment of certain dogs ie: PTSD Dogs, Seizure Dogs has been difficult for
national andmanyprovincial, and statebodies to get a handle on. However, thatbeingthe case any
Bill introduced in this province needs to redrafted to include the distinctions of classes of dogusage,
training by who, assessment bodies and identification bodies.
Point 14:1believe that the Department of Justice is misguided in the beliefthatAssistance Dogs
International is some sort of recognized body that hold special license to grant certification for service
dogs consumers.
Point 15:1have lived across thisprovince and afar. For 10years I lived in HRM and faced many
barriers with my dogs over those years and I and I alone in the enddeal withthem, nor the Department
of Justice or any other department or group and for that I am a strongerperson and a included member
of oursociety withthe same rights and responsibilities as good citizen . I have thatresponsibility to
ensure my dog is safe, healthy and able to the tasks that I require ofhim or her and I alone have to
make that judgment call everytime I take mydog outinto the community or even with I have people
come intomy home .That is part of the empowerment that usinga Service Dog gives me everytime,
and in every part ofmy life I share with my dog no Act can possibly ever write that in and is the
greatest act my dog gives to me.
Pointl6:1 ask you to strike down this bill and set a proper task force to redraft this Bill if it because
necessary to do so. The fact that several provinces and territories do not have one indicates such.

Yours

Kim Kenney




